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Kunstareal München

Art Culture Knowledge – The real experience ³ 
From Königsplatz to the Pinakotheken

18 first-class museums and exhibition houses, over 40 galleries, 
six internationally renowned universities and numerous cultural 
institutions in walking distance: This is the Kunstareal Munich. 
Situated in the city centre, only a few minutes from the central 
station and Marienplatz, it is one of the most important cultural 
locations in Europe. Here visitors encounter a unique combination 
of art, culture and knowledge. An experience to the power of 3!

The Kunstareal has grown continuously over 200 years and 
today presents more than 5,000 years of cultural history. 
Between the magnificent Königsplatz and Theresienstraße the 
Kunstareal offers an extraordinary variety of art collections 
with works from Ancient Egypt to the present. The houses are 
surrounded by generous green spaces. These invite you to relax 
and recharge your batteries. In addition, there are numerous 
museum cafés and restaurants in the adjacent streets.

On www.kunstareal.de you will find the complete 
programme at a glance. 

12 September 2020 – 8 November 2020

Mouse on Mars

Mouse on Mars
© Mizuki Kin

Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus
Luisenstraße 33, 80333 Munich

Mouse on Mars is widely acclaimed as one of Germany’s most 
eccentric and remarkable electronic music projects.  
With an anarchic hybrid sound swinging between uncontrolled  
chaos and meticulously arranged structures, Jan St. Werner 
and Andi Toma have created a unique musical idiom that none- 
theless never settles into definite form—too unpredictable  
are the myriad modifications they continually implement. 
Unconstrained by schools of thought, conventions of genre, 
and the pressures of the music industry, they have worked 
under the moniker Mouse on Mars for twenty-five years, chart- 
ing their own very distinctive trajectory through a no-man’s-
land between pop, art, club culture, and the musical avant-
garde. Mouse on Mars will develop a new sound installation for 
the Lenbachhaus’s Kunstbau gallery that will respond to the 
space and its architecture.
www.lenbachhaus.de
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8 May 2020 – Spring 2021

Anish Kapoor

The Modern Art Collection
Pinakothek der Moderne, Barer Straße 40, 80333 Munich

Housing four museums under one roof devoted to art, works 
on paper, architecture and design, the Pinakothek der 
Moderne ranks as one of the greatest collectors of artworks 
in Europe. From 2019 the Rotunda, which is the building’s 
centre and serves as a lively meeting place, will regularly 
feature a special site-specific work. 
Anish Kapoor has accepted the invitation of the Bayerische 
Staatsgemäldesammlungen to create a work for the 
Rotunda Project 2020 for the Sammlung Moderne Kunst. 
From 8 May 2020 onwards, Kapoor’s immense work, created 
especially for the Pinakothek der Moderne, will be on display. 
The interaction between the sculpture and the architecture 
enables visitors to experience the Rotunda in a new way, 
entering into a dynamic and active dialogue with the space 
that provides a spectacular new focal point at the centre  
of the ‘Kunstareal’ museum complex in Munich and promises 
both local and international visitors a superb and novel 
encounter with art.    www.pinakothek-der-moderne.de

Until 18 October 2020

Ingo Maurer intimately.  
Design or what ?

Die Neue Sammlung – The Design Museum
Pinakothek der Moderne, Barer Straße 40, 80333 Munich

With the exhibition “Ingo Maurer intimately. Design or what?” 
Die Neue Sammlung – The Design Museum presents the 
work of internationally renowned and award-winning  
lighting designer Ingo Maurer. The exhibition on display in  
the Pinakothek der Moderne introduces the viewer to 
Maurer’s fascinating world of light and shade. In collabora-
tion with Ingo Maurer and his team the museum created  
an overview from early designs to current lamps showing 
more than 80 objects as well as models and photographs. 
www.dnstdm.de
Parallel to the exhibition, Munich Tourism offers special  
city walks under the title “Light Figures and Local Heroes”.  
In Schwabing, adjacent to the Kunstareal, the studio  
of Ingo Maurer is located. The team of the internationally 
renowned designer, who in October 2019 died at the age of 
87 years, welcomes the participants of the tour personally 
and presents the artist’s light creations. 
For more information check the official tourism site: 
www.simply-munich.de

Ingo Maurer, Bulb, 1966. 
Design M, Munich. 
Photo: Die Neue Sammlung – 
The Design Museum 
(A. Laurenzo)



19 November 2020 – 30 May 2021Until 30 August 2020

Bertel Thorvaldsen und Ludwig I.Tell me about yesterday tomorrow
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Glyptothek
Königsplatz 3, 80333 Munich

In 2020 the 250th birthday of the famous Danish sculptor 
Bertel Thorvaldsen will be celebrated. The Bavarian King 
Ludwig I admired Thorvaldsen very much. The exhibition de-
picts the relationship between the statesman and the artist 
and follows their traces which are still visible in Munich today. 
It adds to the exhibition “Thorvaldsen and the Portrait”  
(8 March – 18 October 2020) at the Thorvaldsen Museum in 
Copenhagen, but also shows some additional facets of the 
sculptor. Both exhibitions will take place within the frame-
work of the German-Danish Cultural Year of Friendship. 
With this Thorvaldsen exhibition, the Glyptothek reopens 
its doors to the public after it has been closed for two years 
due to general refurbishments. Famous masterpieces of 
the ancient world such as the “Aeginetans” or the “Barberini 
Faun” are again on display from 19 November 2020 on.
www.antike-am-koenigsplatz.mwn.de

Munich Documentation Centre for the History
of National Socialism
Max-Mannheimer-Platz 1, 80333 Munich

In the exhibition “Tell me about yesterday tomorrow”, the 
Munich Documentation Centre for the History of National 
Socialism presents contemporary artworks by 46 inter natio- 
nal artists, which deal with the interpretation of the past  
and its connection to our present. The works are dedicated 
to a variety of topics: the revival of nationalism, racism  
or anti-Semitism, the cultural and political effects of war, 
oppression and trauma and the presentation of national 
myths. The spectrum of the media used ranges from painting, 
drawing and photography to installation, video and  perfor-
mance. From 18 June 2020 on the exhibition will be accom-
panied by a ten-day programme series of events presented 
in the courtyard of the Documentation Centre. The lectures, 
discussions, concerts, performances, readings and film 
screenings all deal with remembrance at the intersection of 
art and politics.
www.ns-dokuzentrum-muenchen.de



Quick, simple, clearly 
arranged: Your guide for 
an inspiring visit to 
the Kunstareal Munich.  

With information and insider 
tips on over 40 museums, 
cultural institutions and 
open spaces to discover, 
relax and enjoy.

€ 9,90
German and English version;
Available from bookshops 
and museum stores 

Now available

Kunstareal Munich Guide

The ultimate companion 
for your visit to the Kunstareal


